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We are interested in whether the rational numbers, or a number field in 
general, can be characterized purely multiplicatively. We give such a 
characterization, of the rational numbers only, but we use an action of S, 
which is new. We are also interested in characters of the rational numbers; 
we give an axiomatic treatment of them. 
We write N* for the set of positive integers, N for the set of nonnegative 
integers. We write 77, for { 0, 1 }. 
We will work with four levels of complexity: a “system,” an “augmented 
system,” a “covered augmented system,” and a “bicovered augmented 
system.” 
By a system we mean a tuple 
A = ((A, e), R K W, 
where A is an abelian group, e is an element in A of order 2, R is a finite 
set of homomorphisms from A to Z,, each taking P to 1, V is an infinite set 
of surjective homomorphisms from A onto B, and W is a map from R to 
the set of subsets of A, such that four axioms hold. For the second axiom 
we need the group Y (or more precisely, Y(A)) which is the direct sum (i.e., 
coproduct) of: copies of Z,, one for each u E R, and copies of Z, one for 
each UE V. The four axioms are: 
(sl) UE A, u(a) =0 for all but finitely many UE V; 
(~2) the natural map 4: A + Y, a + (..., u(a),...), has finitely generated 
kernel and finite cokernel; 
(~3) S a finite subset of Ru V, UE V, u$S imply 3a~A with 
u(a)=O, VuESand u(a)=l; and 
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(~4) Vu E R, W, gives ker u the structure of an ordered group (i.e., 
W, ’ W, c W, and 
ker v = W, u { 1 } u W;‘[disjoint]). 
Given such we call p E A a prime if 3 v E V such that: 
u(p) = 1 and u(p)=% ~u~RvVwithu#v. 
We say a system A is rational if: 
(rl ) ker ~,6 and cok 4 are trivial; 
(r2) R is a singleton; 
(r3) UE R, PEA, p a prime imply pE W,; and 
(r4) MER, WE W, imply 3 primep with w-‘.p~ W,. 
By an augmentation of a system A we mean a set J of subgroups of A such 
that: 
(al) VHEJ~ unique vEVwith Hckerv; 
(a2) Vu E V, J, = {HE J 1 HC ker u} is an infinite chain of subgroups 
of finite index of ker v: and 
(a3) every infinite subset of J has ( 1 } for intersection. If A is rational 
and J is an augmentation of A we say J is rational if in addition: 
(a4) 3 at most one u E V with ker v E J. 
We need some notation for an augmented system (A, J). For v E V, 
n E N *, the nth term in J, will be denoted by U(u, n). We write S(A) (resp. 
SAA)) for 
{a~AIa#l} 
(resp. for { (CI, p) E A x A 1 a # 1, p # 1, CI # /I}). We say (A, J) is covered if 
we are given a map 
S, xS(A)+S(A) 
such that: 
(cl) VO, zeS3, MES(A), 
o.(z.a)=(a.z)~a; 
(~2) Via E S(A), 1 . a = cc; 
(~3) t’cc~S(A), (12).a=c(-‘; 
(~4) VarzS(A), VE V, neN*, 
a c U(0, n)\U(u, n + 1) 0 u((23).a)=n; 
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(c5) V’aES(A), UE v, nEN*, 
o(a)= --n 0 u((23).c()= -nn; 
and 
(~6) V’a E S(A), u E R, 
CfEW, 0 u((23).cr) = 1. 
We say (A, J) is bicovered if in addition we are given a map 
such that: 
WI Vl(a, P) E S,(A), 1 . (a, 8) = (a, b’); 
WI v(a,fi)~S,(A), YES,> 
0. (cc, p) = (a. a, CJ p,; 
WI v’(m, PI E SAA 1, 
(34).(cc,fi)=(C ‘,p.cr 1); 
and 
W) vJ(m, B) E SAA h 
(45) (% PI = UL a). 
In the next section we give examples of bicovered augmented systems, 
and a single example of a bicovered rational system with rational augmen- 
tation. This latter example is unique up to unique “isomorphism” 
(Theorem 5.12). Therefore, we give now an equivalent slightly different 
description of a rational system. A rational system is a tuple 
((A, e), B, W P), 
where A is an abelian group, e E A has order two, B is a subgroup of A 
with B. { 1, e} = A, W is a subset of B which makes B an ordered group, B 
is free abelian with infinite basis P, and P is included in W and cofinal in 
W. One easily checks the equivalence of this description with the definition. 
We point out that we have no mention of addition. It can be defined for 
just an augmented rational system (hinted at by Theorem 4.1) but we 
choose to define if for a covered augmented system at the end of the next 
section. 
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Let F be a number field (i.e., a finite field extension of Q). Let A be the 
multiplicative group F*. Let e be -1. Let R be the set or all surjective 
homomorphisms 
v: A + Zz 
such that CI E S(A), 0 # V(E) implies 0 = v( 1 - x). For each u E R let 
W,. = {YES / O#t‘(l -c()}. 
Let V be the set of all surjective homomorphisms 
u: A-+Z 
such that c( E S(A), 0 < v(a) implies 0 = V( 1 - c(). For each u E V, n E N * let 
U(u,n)={l]u+S(A)In<v(l-cc)}. 
LetJ={U(u,n)IvEV,nE~*}.ForoeS~,ccES(A),let 
(12).cX=c(P’, (23).a= 1 -CX, 
and define cr. a by writing CJ in terms of (12) and (23). One checks that this 
is well defined. For CJ E S,, (z, /I’) E S?(A), let 
(12).(qfi)=(sI -1,/Y’), (23)k~)=u -z, 140, 
(34).(z,p)=(%--‘,p.cc ‘), (45)’ (% 8) = w, a), 
and define CT’ LX by writing CJ in terms of (12), (23), (34) (45). Using that 
the relations for these generators of S, are generated by 
(12)‘=1, ((12).(23))-‘=1, ((12).(34))2=1, ((12).(45))2=1, 
(23)2 = 1, ((23). (34))3= 1, ((23). (45))‘= 1, (34)2 = 1, 
((34). (35))‘= 1, (45)2 = 1, 
a very long check gives this as well defined. Some of these checkings can be 
a little trickly, so we do the 
((23).(34))3= 1 
one. Let 
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To check (z. 1”)’ = 1, it suffices to check 
(2 7c. 3L)(c(, /I) = (n . /? n)(a, p). 
The left side is 
((1 -K’))‘, (1 -P.K’).(l -UK’))‘). 
The right side is 
(1 -(l-IX) -‘, 1 -((l -fi).(l -M) 1)). 
These two ordered pairs can be checked to be equal. 
THEOREM 2.1. With the notation as above, we have a bicovered augmen- 
ted system. This system is rational, with rational augmentation, if and only if 
F is isomorphic to Q. 
Proqf: One checks V corresponds bijectively with the finite primes of F 
and R corresponds bijectively with the real infinite primes of F. Conditions 
(sl )-(~4) are standard (argue from pp. 22, 43, 42, 45 of [ 11). The 
approximation theorem (p. 45 of [ 11) gives (al ). Also standard is (a2) (see 
p. 31 of [ 1 I), and (a3) is easily checked. We have already checked 
(cl)-(~6) and (bl)-(b5). If F is Q one checks the system is rational. Con- 
versely, suppose the system is rational. By the unit theorem (p. 43 of [ 1 I), 
if s is the number of complex infinite primes, 
(1 +s)- 1 =o, 
and dim F = 1 + 2. s. Hence F = Q. The theorem is proved. 
We outline here how we will approach a converse to Theorem 2.1. Sup- 
pose we have a covered augmented system. Let 0 be a symbol not in A. Let 
F= (0) u/l. 
For a, b E A let 
O.a=O, a.O=O, o.o=o, 
O+a=a, a+O=a, o+o=o, 
and let a + b be 
a.((23).(a- ’ .b.e)) if a-’ .b.e# 1, 
0 if a-‘.b.e= 1. 
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We call F with + and . the neofield associated to the covered augmented 
system. One can check it as a neofteld in the usual sense (see Sect. 5). We 
conjecture it is always a field (see Lemmas 5.1-5.11 for the rational case) 
but can only prove it if the covered augmented system is bicovered and 
rational (see Theorem 4.5). 
We are interested in viewing Dirichlet characters as sort of “rational 
conumhers.” Therefore, in this section we set up a duality between rational 
augmentations of a rational system and what we call “coaugmentations” of 
the system. We begin with a system A which will not change throughout 
the discussion. We take an augmentation J of A and define the “character” 
group of J. First we need “local” characters. 
Let C be the rational circle group (i.e., the group of complex roots of 
unity, or if one prefers Q/Z written multiplicatively). For each n E N*, C 
has a unique subgroup C, of order n; it is generated by an element c,?; 
these c, are chosen so that 
(cm I’, = cm 
for all n, m E N *. An element of C can be written uniquely in the form 
where r, n E N *, and r is at most n and relatively prime to n. 
Let UE V. Write U(u, 0) for ker u. For n E N (the nonnegative integers) 
write L(u, n) for 
{x E Hom(A, C) 1 U(u, n) G ker x}. 
Write L,; for the union (over all n) of the L(u, n). 
Let UE R. Write L,, for 
{x E Hom(A, C) ( ker u c ker x}. 
Now we write X(J), the character group of J, for the set of all 
x=(...,x, 1,... ,qp,. (over all u E R u V) 
such that 
(1) x, E L(u, 0) for all but finitely many u E I/; and 
(2) VaEA, 1 = n X,(a) (over all UE Ru V). 
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For u E V, write Hom,.(ker II, C) for the set of all 
x E Hom(ker u, V) 
such that u(u, n) c ker 1 for some n. We write L.I for the coproduct (i.e., 
direct sum). We have an obvious group homomorphism 
p: X(J) -+ I..I Hom,.(ker u, C) 
(the coproduct over all u E V), 
We consider ker 4 (see (~2)). We say a subgroup H of ker 4 is open if 
30 , ,..., u,, E K m, ,..., m,, E N * 
with 
U(u,,m,)n ... nU(u,,m,,)nkerqScH. 
One easily checks: every open subgroup is of finite index in ker 4; the inter- 
section of two open subgroups is open; and the intersection of all open sub- 
groups is trivial. We write 
Horn, (ker 4, C) 
for all x E Hom(ker 4, C) which have ker x open. We write I for the 
obvious homomorphism 
3.: LI Hom,.(ker L’, C) -+ Hom,.(ker 4, C). 
THEOREM 3.1. Hom(cok 1+4, C) is naturally isomorphic to ker p. In fact, 
the ,following sequence is exact: 
1 -+ Hom(cok 4, C) -+ X(J) -+ LI Hom,(ker u, C) -+ Hom,.(ker 4, C) + 1. 
Proof: Choose a map T-C: V+ A such that 
u(n(u)) = 1 
for all u E V. For u E V, one checks the sequence 
1 + L(u, 0) + L,. + Hom,.(ker u, C) + 1 
is split by d + xd, where 
Xd(a)=d(a.71(u)~V(U)), 
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Vu E A. Also L(u, 0) N C by x + x(rr(v)). With this in mind, one writes X, 
for all (h d) such that 
(1) fis a map from Ru V to C with j(w)t Cz, VWE R; 
(2) d= (..., d “,... )ELIHom,(ker u, C) (over all UE V); 
(3) nd,(a.(u) “‘“‘)=nf(w) +) (over all UE V, WERU V) for all 
UEA. One checkes X, is isomorphic to X. Since 
A+Y+cok#+O 
is exact. so also is 
1 + Hom(cok 4, C) + Hom( Y, C) -+ Hom(A, C), 
from which one concludes 
Hom(cok 4, C) 2 ker p. 
Write n for all 
(..., d, ,,...) E LI Horn, (ker 11, C) (over all u fz V) 
such that n d,(a) = 1, Via E ker 4. One checks 
irnpLA. 
We wish to prove n c im p. Let 
Cd , ,..., d,,) E Hom,.(ker u,, C)O ... 0 Hom,(ker u,,, C) 
such that d,(a). . d,(a) = 1 for all u t ker I$. We use (~3) to choose 
n, = 7c(u*),..., EC, = 7c(u,) 
such that w(7ci) = 0, ui(7c,) = 0, i#j, i, j= l,..., n. We can do this because 
what we are trying to prove is independent of the choose of II. Write 
IJ= l/l{ul ,..., ZI,~}, G=kerv, n ... nkeru,,. 
Write Y(R u U) for the set of all elements in Y with trivial components at 
v, ,..., u,. Since 
1 +kerd+G+ Y(RuU) 
is exact, so is 
Hom( Y( R u U), C) + Hom(G, C) -+ Hom(ker 4, C). 
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Define OEHom(G, C) by B(a)=d,(a~‘)...d,(a~‘). We get 3 a mapffrom 
R u U to C such that: 
(1) f(w)~C*, VWER; 
(2) Q(a) = n f(~)~‘(~) (over all w E R u U), Va E G. 
Wedefmef: RuV-+Cby 
d,(711')...d,(711~')=f(UI).nf(w)~'(~" (over all w E III) 
and likewise for f(o,),..., f(u,). Using that A is generated by 
711 ,..‘> X”, G, 
one now checks 
(over all w E R u V), Vu E A. We have proved 
imp==. 
The only nontrivial task remaining is to show II is surjective. Let 
f E Hom( ker 4, C) map H n ker 4 to 1, where 
H= U(v,, m,)n .‘. n U(v,, m,). 
Let E = ker v, n . . . n ker v,. We have exact sequences 
1 -+ ker d/H n ker I$ + EJH, 
1 --+ E/H+ (ker o,/U(o,, m,))@ ... @(ker u,/U(u,, WI,)). 
Taking Hom( , C) of these, Theorem 3.1 is proven. 
For the rest of this section we assume A is rational. By a coaugmentation 
for A we mean a tuple 
K= (X D, G, Ic/), 
where X is an abelian group, D is a map from V to the set of subgroups of 
X, G is a set of subgroups of X, and I// is a map from R u V to the set of 
bihomomorphic maps (i.e., homomorphisms in each variable) from Xx A 
to C, such that: 
(nl) X= LI D,, (over all UE V); 
(n2) VMEG, unique VE V with Mc D,; 
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(n3) VVEV, G,={MEGJMGD,} is an infinite chain of finite sub- 
groups of D,, which chain has D, for union; 
(n4) VXE X, UE A, II/Jx, a) = 1 for all but finitely many u E R u V, 
and 
1 = n $,(x3 a) (over all u E R u V); 
(n5) VE V, dsD,, MERU V, aEkeru, ufv imply 
1 = $,A4 a); 
(n6) VVE V, a~kerv with a#l, 3dED,, such that IC/c(d,a)#l; 
(n7) Vu5 V, asker v with d# 1, 3uEker v such that Ic/,(d, a)# 1; and 
(A) UE A, a # 1, L an infinite subset of V, v(u) = 0, VUE L, imply 
3v~ L such that: 
(i) Il/,(d, a)# 1 and 
(ii) dEM, VMEG I’ . 
We use the obvious (but complicated) definition for an isomorphism 
between two coaugmentations of A. 
Let J be a rational augmentation of A. By Theorem 3.1, 
P: X(J) + U Hom,.(ker u, C) (over all u E V), 
is an isomorphism. It induces an internal coproduct 
X(J) = LI D, (over all v E V), 
where D, z Hom,.(ker u, C). For v E V, we can use this last isomorphism to 
transfer the chain of subgroups 
{{x IHckerxJ/ ff~J,.j 
to a chain G, of subgroups of D,.. Let G be the union of the G,.. For 
UERU V, UEA, 
x = (...) x, )...) 
in X, let $Jx, a) be x,(u). Write K(J) for 
(X(J), D, G, ti). 
Now conversely, suppose 
MX D, G, $1 
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is a coaugmentation of A. For v E V, A4 E G,, let 
E(M)=(u~kervI~,(m,a)=l,Vm~M}. 
Let J, = {E(M) 1 MEG,} and let J(K) be the union of all the J,. 
THEOREM 3.2. K( ) and J( ) are inverses of each other and induce a 
natural bijection between the set of all rational augmentations of A and the 
set of all isomorphism classes of coaugmentations of A. Here A is a rational 
system. 
Proof. First, let J be a rational augmentation of A. One checks (n4). 
Choose 
IT: RuV-+A 
such that w(z(u)) is 1 or 0, and is 1 if and only if ul= u, VW, u E R u V. For 
VE V, MERU V, ufv, asA, 
b E Hom,.(ker u, C), 
de D,, with d corresponding to 6, one checks 
$,(d, a) = b(n(u)) ‘(‘I. 
This, with (n4) and being bihomomorphic, gives an explicit formula for $. 
One can check directly, or use these explicit formulas to show, K(J) is a 
coaugmentation and 
J(K(J)) = J. 
Now let K be a coaugmentation of A. Choose 71 as above. For VE V, 
MERU V, u#v, aEA, dED,., one uses 
a = n 7c( W)“‘(0) (over all u’ E R u V) 
and (n5) and (n4) to show 
$,(d, a) = $,(d, x(u))-~“(O! 
Hence we have the explicit formulas. 
Let v E V. We have a natural map 
ker u --+ Hom(D,, C) 
which is injective by (n6). For ME G,, ker v/E(M) maps injectively into 
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Hom(M, C). This last group is finite of order 1 MI, so this map is surjective 
if 
IMI < Ikeru/E(M)I. 
But M+ Hom(ker o/E(M), C) is injective by (n7), so this is indeed the 
case. The intersection of the E(M) is trivial by (n6). One now uses (n8) to 
check (a3), and uses (n2) to get (a4). 
To prove (al ) let u E V, A4 E G,, H = E(M). Just suppose w E V, w # v, 
Since x(w) E ker u, and ker o/E(M) is finite, 3 positive integer f with 
7c(W)fE E(M). 
Hence x(u.)’ E ker w, which is a contradiction. 
That K(J(K)) = K is a long check. Theorem 3.2 is proved. 
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In this section we give sufficient conditions that the neofield associated to 
a covered augmented system be a field in the rational case. We begin with a 
rational system A with rational augmentation J. 
By a J-attachment of d we mean a map t from A to A such that: 
(tl) r(l)=l; also t(t(a))=a, V’~EA; 
(t2) E, BEA, a# 1, B# 1, a#B imply 
t(cr~‘.p)=t(cc~‘).t(t(a)-“t(B)); 
(t3) VlaEA, DE V, ncfV*, 
UE U(n, u)\U(n + 1, u) 0 u( r(a)) = n; 
(t4) VUEA, UE V, nEN**, 
u(u)= --n 0 zl(t(u)) = --n; 
and 
(t5) VUEA, VER, 
UE w,. 0 u(t(u)) = 1. 
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THEOREM 4.1. There exists at most one J-attachment of A. 
Proof: By (~2) and (rl ), 4 is an isomorphism from A onto Y(A). Let s 
and t be J-attachments of A. For aEA, by (t3), (t4), (t5), 
&(a)) = d(t(a)). 
Hence s = t. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose (A, J) is hicovered. For a E A let t(a) be 1 if a is 1 
and be (23). a if a is not 1. Then t is a J-attachment. 
Proof: We prove (t2). Let a, BE A, a # 1, /I # 1, M # /I. One checks 
(34).(23).(34).(~~,/3)=(23).(34).(23).(cc,@) 
(both sides being (24). (01, p)). Using (b3), (b4), one gets (t2). The theorem 
is proved. 
We will give a converse to Theorem 4.2, so we assume we are given a 
J-attachment t. First, we need 
THEOREM 4.3. For CI E A, tl # 1, 
t(a).t(a-l)pl =e.a. 
Proof It suffices to show 
u(t(a).t(K’)-‘)=v(e.a) 
for all v E R u V. First, we let u E V. 
Case 1. O<v(a). u(t(a).t(a-‘))‘)=O-v(cr-‘)=u(e.a). 
Case 2. u(a)<O. u(t(cc).t(K’)-‘)=~(a)-O=v(e.cc). 
Case 3. a~kerv\U(v, 1). u(t(~).t(a~‘))‘)=O=v(e.~). 
Case 4. cxEU(v,n)\U(u,n+l), nEN*. n-n=v(e.cr). 
Second, we let v E R. 
Case 1. a=e.w, WE W,. 0-O=v(e.a). 
Case 2. a=e.w-‘, wE W. 0-O=v(e.a). 
Case 3. c(=e. u(t(cc).t(a-‘)-l)=O-O=u(e.cr). 
Case 4. a=w~W. v(t(a).t(a-‘))‘)=l-O=u(e.g). 
Case 5. c(=w-’ E W-l. 0-l=l=u(e.cc). 
The theorem is proved. 
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We use Theorem 4.3 twice and (tl), to show tl E A, a # 1 imply 
r(a)~e=t(t(a))~t(t(a)~‘)~‘, 
t(a)p’.a.e=t(a-l)p’, 
so t(a-‘)-I = t(t(a)-‘). Hence we can define 
(12).a=a-‘, (23). a = t(a) 
and get a well-defined action of S, on S(A). 
For GES~, (a, /?)ES,(A), let 
(12).(a,B)=(ae ‘,B-‘1, (23). (4 8) = (j(a), 4B)L 
(34).(a, fi)= (a-‘, fl.a-‘), (45. (a, B) = (B, a), 
and define cr. a by writing (T in terms of (12) (23) (34) (45). A long check, 
which uses (t2), and is similar to the argument prior to Theorem 2.1, gives 
that this is well defined. We have proved 
THEOREM 4.4. Zf (A, J) has a J-attachment, then it is &covered. 
Hence we have the notions of J-attachment and bicover are 
interchangeable. The main theorem of this section is 
THEOREM 4.5. Assume (A, J) is covered (as well as being rational). Let F 
be the associated neofield to (A, J). Then F is a field (i.e., addition is 
associative) if and only if (A, J) is hicovered. 
ProojY Assume (A, J) is bicovered. Then Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 of this 
section, and Theorem 3.3 of the author’s paper [2], give that F is a field. 
Conversely, assume F is a field. For a E S(A) one checks 
1 -a=(23).a. 
Defining t(a) = 1 -a, t( 1) = 1, one checks t is a J-attachment. Hence by 
Theorem 4.4, the theorem is proved. 
5 
In this section we assume A is a rational system, J is a rational augmen- 
tation of A, and (A, J) is bicovered. We write F for the neofield associated 
to (A, J). By Theorem 4.5 we have that F is a field. Our aim is to prove F is 
isomorphic to Q. The first eleven lemmas hold with (A, J) covered (i.e., not 
necessarily bicovered). For a E S(A) we denote 
(23). a 
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by t(a). We are careful not to use (t2) for the first eleven lemmas, but to 
use Theorem 4.3 because its proof never used (t2). It is with cases and with 
Theorem 4.3 that one shows 
x+y=y+x, 
(x+y)+(-y)=x 
for all x, y E F. By (r2), R is a singleton. We denote the unique element in R 
by r. We write B for ker r. 
LEMMA 5.1. B + B G B, B. B E B, and F is the disjoint union 
e.Bu{O}uB. 
ProoJ: We leave this as an easy check. 
Forx,yEFwewritex<yify+(-x)EB,andx<yif 
x<y or x = y, 
LEMMA 5.2. Let v E V. Let a. b E A with a + b E A. Then 
min(v(a), v(b)) d v(a+ b), 
with equality if v(a) # v(b). 
Proof: By Theorem 4.3, 
a -‘.b=t(a~‘.b.e).t(b~‘.a.e)~‘. 
Now one checks the three cases: v(b) < v(a), v(a) < v(b), v(a) = v(b). 
We write S for the submonoid of B generated by the primes, and write I 
for 
e.Su{O}uS. 
Note S = {a E A (0 = r(a), and 0 Q u(a), Vu E V>. 
LEMMA 5.3. For a, b E I, a + b, a . b, -b, 0, 1 are in I. 
Proof: Easily checked using Lemma 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.4. For x E F, 1 < x if and only if x E W,. 
Proof: This is easily checked using (~6). 
LEMMA 5.5. Forx, yEF, l<x, l<yimply l<x.y. 
Proof Lemma 5.4 gives this. 
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LEMMA 5.6. Let x, y, z E F with x < y, y < z. Then x < z. 
Proof First, one proves this for x, y, z in B, using Lemma 5.5. Next, 
one uses Lemma 5.1 to show 
X<Y if x<O, O< y. 
Finally, for 0 <x, 0 < y one checks e. y < e. x if and only if x < y. A 
sequence of cases now completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5.7. For a E I, 0 < a if and only if 1 6 a. 
Proof. One checks 0 < 1, so 1 Q a with Lemma 5.7 gives 0 <a. For the 
converse, we must prove a E S implies 1 < a. Because of Lemma 5.5, it suf- 
fices to do this for a prime. Now (r3) does just that. 
LEMMA 5.8. For x, y, z E F, x -=c y, 0 < z imply (x . z) < (y z). 
Proof: This is immediate. 
LEMMA 5.9. Let v E V. Let p be the associated prime (i.e., v(p) = 1, and 
UERU V with ufv implies u(p)=O). Then 
M(p)= {aeli O<a<p} zker v. 
Proof: This follows from Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let SE S. Then 
N(s)= {aElI O<a<s} 
is finite. 
ProojI If s = 1, Lemma 5.7 gives N(s) = { 1 }. Without loss assume s is 
not 1. By Lemmas 5.7 and 5.4, s is in W,. By (r4) there exists a prime p 
with (using Lemma 5.4), 
1 <s-‘.p. 
Lemma 5.8 gives s < p. Lemma 5.6 gives 
N(s)EM(p)= {aElI O<a<p}. 
Hence it suffices to prove M(p) is finite. Let v E V have p associated to it. 
Define 
t: M(p) -+ ker u/U(u, 1) 
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by r(u) = a. U(u, l), VUE M(p). It sullices to prove r is injective. Just sup- 
pose 
O<a<p, O<b<p, z(a) = z(b), a#b 
with a, b E Z. Without loss of generality assume a < 6. Let 
cI=a.b-‘, 1 < u(t(a)). 
We can do this since c1 E U(V, 1). Let /3 = t(a). 
a.b-’ =1+(-/I) 
so a=b+(-b./?), l<u(/I). Let ~=p~‘./l.b. By Lemma5.9, 
0 = u(b), 
so O<u(y). One gets a+p.y=b. One gets 
b+( -a)=p.y. 
By Lemma 5.3, p. y E I. Hence for each u E V with u # u: 
0 < u(p. y) = u(y). 
We already have 0 d u(y), so y E I. Also 
b+( -a)EB, 
so p. y E B, so y E B. By Lemma 5.7, 1 < y. By Lemma 5.8, 
p<b+(-a). 
By Lemma 5.6, b <b + ( -a). Hence 
(b+(-a))+(-b)EB. 
Thus -a E B. Thus a E B n e. B which contradicts Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.11. Define f: N * -+ S, using recursion, by 
f(l)= 1, f(n+ l)=t(e. f(n)). 
Then f is a bijectiue map. Also, 
m<n if and only jf f(m) < f(n). 
Proqfi For x E F, 
(1 +x)+(-x)= 1. 
Hence f (n) < f (n + 1). With Lemma 5.6 this implies that .f is injective. 
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Just suppose f is not surjective. 3s E S, s $ im f: Using Lemma 5.10, 
choose s with 
N(s)= {ad O<a6s} 
having as few elements as possible. Since s E S, Lemma 5.7 gives 
1 6 s, 
and sincef(l)=l, 1~s. Hences+(-1)EB. By Lemma5.3, 
s+(-l)ES, 
s+(-(s+(-l)))=.~+((-~s)+1)=(1+(-~s))+(-(-~))=1, 
so s + ( - 1) < s. Hence N(s - 1) is a proper subset of N(s). Hence 
s+( - 1)-f’(n) 
for some n E N *. Hence 
,f(n+ l)=t(e. (s+( - l)))= t(( -s)+ 1) 
which is t( 1 + ( -s)) = t(t(s)) = s. With this contradiction we have that ,f’is 
surjective. 
By the first paragraph m <n implies f(m) <f(n). Conversely, suppose 
f(m) <f(n). Just suppose 
n 6 m. 
Then f(n) <f(m) whcih contradicts Lemma 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.12. F is isomorphic to Cl. 
Pro@ We use that F is a field. By Lemma 5.11 the characteristic of F is 
zero, and S is the additive submonoid generated by 1. Every element of B is 
the quotient of an element of S by an element in S, and is thus in the prime 
subfield of F. By Lemma 5.1, F is contained in the prime subfield of F. 
6 
In this last section we introduce a new notation for rational numbers, a 
notation which can be mixed with the usual notations. To avoid confusion 
with numbers we denote the permutation (12) by s and (23) by t. Write 
D= {(n,m)EZxZ 1 m=O,orn=OandO<m}. 
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S, acts on D in a way such that, for n E N, 
Write 
s . (n, 0) = ( - n, O), s. (0, n) = (0, n), 
t (4 0) = (0, n), t. ( - n, 0) = ( - n, 0). 
[E={(n,rn)~Z~xZ~ )m=O,orn=OandO#m). 
S, acts on E in a way such that 
am=, s (0, 0) = (0, 1 ), 
t.(l,O)=(O, 11, t. (0,O) = (0,O). 
S, acts on S(Q*)= {~EQ! 1 a#O,a#l} (see Theorem2.1). 
Let M E S(Q*). For p a prime with corresponding valuation v, write i,(m) 
for 
(v(a), 0) if c( 4 U(v, 1 ), 
(0, m) if a~ U(v, m)\U(v, m+ 1). 
Write ip ,(a) for 
(13 0) if CI < 0, 
(O>O) if O<sr<l, 
(03 1) if 1 <z. 
For q = p or -1, i&a. a) = 0. i,(u), Vlo E S,. By the extended factorization 
of a, we mean the formal product 
@ = n qw (q over -1 and all p), 
where the terms of the form q(‘,O) are normally left out, and where the 
finite number of q left are written in the order induced from -1, 2, 3, 5,.... 
We arbitrarily call 
0 = 0, l=l 
the extendedfactorizations of 0 and 1. We envision a computer which can 
give the extended factorization (3. a of a rational number a (given in usual 
notation). One can multiply easily, and add in a multiplicative fashion. 
Special treatment is given 0 and 1, but for a, h not these numbers, one has 
e. a, .y.e.a, (e. -i).(~.e.a).(e.b)=~ 
(if 1, go to 0, else) 
e.c, t.e.~, (e.a).(t.e.c)=a+h. 
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A result intrinsic in this notation is 
THEOREM 6.1. There exist maps 
i, j: S(Q*) + L,, 
!x,/l,y: s(a*)-rv*, 
and they are unique, such that, Va E S(Q*): 
(1) a(a), /I(a), y(a) are relatively prime in pairs; 
(2) a= ( -l)i(“‘.~(a).fl(a)m ‘; and 
(3) a(a)-(-l)i’U’~~(a)+(-l)““‘+~‘“‘~y(a)=O. 
Proof Consider 8. a. Let the exponent of - 1 be (i(a), j(a)). Collect the 
rest of the terms into three products: those which have positive first 
exponent (to get a(a)), those which have negative first exponent (to get 
/?(a)), and those which have positive second exponent (to get y(a)). The 
theorem is now easily checked. 
The arithmetic subgroups of Q* are easily determined in terms of the 
maps i, j, c(, /I, y. Also, Va E S(Q*) the following symmetry relations hold: 
B(a) = da ‘1, y(a)=41 -a), v(a) = r(ap’), 
ls(a)=B(l -ah f$a)=a((l -a-‘)-‘), 
j(a) = i( 1 -a), i(a) = i(aC’), .i(a)=.i((l --a ‘1 ‘L 
and 
j(a)+j(a ‘)+,j(l -a)= 1, 
i(a)+i(l-a)+i(l-aa’)=l. 
Also of course, i is the unique element in R (see Sect. 2). 
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